The little book
of showering
adaptations
The wetroom guide for Occupational Therapists
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Creating an
Accessible Wetroom
An accessible wetroom is an open-plan, level-access
showering area with built in drainage.
- A wetroom maximises available floor-area
-E
 nsures an effective showering-solution when space is
needed to facilitate wheelchair entry or assisted showering
options.
-W
 ith no shower enclosure or bath to step into, trip hazards
are eradicated – meaning that a wetroom is particularly
beneficial for less mobile individuals and their carers.
-A
 wetroom solution can be utilised in most showering
locations including ground floors, upper floors, apartments,
loft/attic conversions etc – provided that appropriate floor
formers and drainage options are selected.
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Choosing a
Floor Former
when
installing
a wetroom
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Preformed Wetroom
Floor-Former
Ideal in many situations, including upper-floors and
conversions, preformed wetroom floor-formers can be
fitted quickly and easily to create an instant drainage
gradient of 1:40.
-E
 nsuring that you choose a floor-former that is strong
enough to withstand heavy loads is imperative,
as there may be two people and/or a wheelchair user
accessing the showering area at the same time
- Designed to replace floor-boarding
-B
 y selecting an adaptable floor-former, which has a
rotating drain-plate, like Impey’s Level-Dec EasyFit,
it will be simple for the installer to avoid joists or existing
pipework
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Wetroom Screed
Template
When installing an accessible wetroom onto a concrete floor,
a screed template which allows creation of the drainage
gradient by hand-screeding is the most effective choice.
A click-together ‘jigsaw’ system, that can be placed directly
onto the subfloor and has adjustable feet for easy installation
on uneven surfaces is the ideal solution.
Impey’s Level-Grade is a click-together matrix screed-template.
The installer simply fills the template with a concrete screed
mixture, then smooths over the profile of the matrix to create
the perfect drainage gradient. Once the mix has dried,
slip-resistant vinyl flooring can be laid.
Aqua-Grade
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Wetroom
Drainage
Options
The drainage option you specify will depend on the
location of the proposed showering area. Pumped
drainage options are available for systems that cannot
incorporate gravity drainage, for example in ground
floor conversions or basement wetrooms.
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Gravity Drainage
Two part gullies are the most popular option for wetroom
drainage, owing to the fact that the system is adaptable and
can be connected and tested before the floor former is
installed. Two-part gullies can incorporate either horizontal
or vertical waste pipes allowing for the configuration of
pipework within the project. Chrome covers are also available
for an attractive, modern finish.
Slimline waterless gullies are also available for projects where
space underneath the floor-former is at a premium, as they
can be used to reduce the depth of the installation (usually
when installing into a concrete floor). A waterless gully cannot
be fitted directly to a soil pipe, so can only be used when waste
water flows straight into an open drain.

Two part
gullies

Slimline
waterless
gullies
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Pumped Drainage
When gravity drainage isn’t an option, due to location or space,
pumped drainage can be used to expel waste water into the
drainage system. A variety of pumped drainage systems are
available, which combine a pumped gulley and a separate
waste pump to suck the water away from the showering area.
- Modern pumped drainage is maintenance free
- Offers inbuilt flood reduction and quiet performance
-W
 ireless pumped drainage systems communicate shower
flow rates with the pump technology, to ensure that the
pump is working at the optimum speed, and minimise
unwanted gulley suction noise
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Creating an Accessible
Shower Area with a
Shower Tray

A sturdy, slip-resistant shower tray is central to creating an
accessible showering area. If a complete level-access wetroom
is not needed, or cannot be achieved, there is a large variety of
shower trays available which will address the needs of a lessmobile individual and create a safe and efficient showering
area. It’s important to specify a shower tray which will offer
relevant features and benefits.
- Ultra-slim trays which negate the need for wheelchair
ramps, to robust trays with inbuilt waste systems
- Check that the specified tray is compatible with wheelchair
ramps (if needed), can be used with a half-height door or
shower curtain if needed and, essentially, can handle
the flow rate of the shower which will be used - to avoid
flooding
-F
 or a super-slim solution, Impey’s ‘Mantis’ shower tray,
with a step height of just 24mm, has the lowest step-height
on the market
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Understanding Slip
Resistance
Slip-resistant shower trays are hugely important, firstly to
safeguard against fall prevention and also to ensure that
your patient feels confident using their newly adapted
showering area.
There are two commonly used tests that will offer information
about the slip resistance of a tray before you specify it.
The Pendulum Test
Device

DIN rating
The DIN 51097
test recreates
the showering
environment, using
barefoot conditions
and soapy water.
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The Pendulum Test
The Pendulum Test which is used to rate slip resistance works
by recreating a heel striking the floor, as this is the point when
most slips occur.
The test, which is portable, can accurately offer a slip-resistance
rating based on the recreation of wet barefoot conditions, with
a soapy contaminant. The results are referred to as Pendulum
Test Values (PTV) or Slip Resistance Values (SRV).
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Don’t Forget the DIN
Rating
Although no shower tray can be classed as 100% slip-resistant,
they can be measured and classified according to the level of
slip resistance they offer - using a measurement called a DIN
Rating. The use of DIN 51097 can be an essential way of cross
referencing slip resistance when specifying shower trays for the
elderly or less able.
The DIN 51097 test recreates the showering environment,
using barefoot conditions and soapy water as a contaminant.
Results are given in a sliding scale.

DIN 51097
Class A - Minimum grade slip resistance
Class B - High grade slip resistance
Class C - Very high grade slip resistance ( swimming pools )
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Electric or...
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...Mixer?
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Electric Showers
Owing to the multitude of safety features available,
an electric shower is a valuable addition to an adapted
bathroom.

Look out for TMV2
approval, which ensures
that the thermostatic
valves provide protection
against scalding by
controlling the water
temperature and cutting
the flow should it rise
above a safe level.

Most domestic water systems are compatible with an electric
shower, which is connected directly to the mains cold water
supply; water is then heated to the required temperature
when it passes by a heating element.
Quick and simple to install, ensure that you choose a shower
with safety features which are relevant to the requirements of
your patient. Options may include:
- Audible beeps for operational functions - vital for partially
sighted users
- Large, colour contrasting controls - easy to identify and use

And ensure the chosen
product carries the BEAB
Care mark; guaranteeing
that the product meets
additional safety
standards to account
for the requirements
of individuals in care
situations.

- Backlit operational buttons for flow and operation - easy
to identify and use
- Adjustable maximum temperature control - to avoid scalding
- Phased shutdown - to alleviate flooding risk
- Multi-functional support rail / side bar for shower hose for increased safety and security when washing, standing
and getting in/out of the shower area
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Mixer showers
The modern, attractive look of a mixer shower, combined
with the inbuilt safety settings available, makes them an
ideal choice for many inclusive bathroom adaptations.
Compatible with a variety of hot-water systems including
combi-boilers and mains pressure systems, a mixer shower
incorporates a thermostatic shower valve, which combines
hot and cold water to give the user precise control over the
temperature.

Valuable safety features to be considered include:
- Maximum temperature pre-set to guard against scalding
- Hot and cold water fail-safe to maintain a constant
temperature
- Extended levers to control flow and temperature easily
- ‘Cool-touch’ shower valves
Impey offer mixer shower kits specifically designed to TMV3

Mixer showers also offer benefits on installation budgets;
specifically, because no electrician is needed for the initial
fitting and maintenance costs tend to be significantly lower,
particularly if the consumer unit requires upgrading – which
can be key for social housing situations.
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(commercial healthcare applications) and TMV2 (domestic
showering applications) guidelines, which are ideal for
specification in all varieties of bathroom adaptation.
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Choosing
Shower
Doors
or Screens
From luxury full-height glass screens to free-standing
half-height options, there is a variety of shower doors
and screens available which are compatible with both
shower tray and wetroom installations and can offer
varying degrees of support for less-mobile users and
their carers.
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Half Height Shower
Doors
Compatible with wetroom or shower tray installations,
half-height shower doors offer considerable benefits for
users and carers. They’re a safe and functional option which
ensures that carers can communicate with, and assist the
showerer, whilst simultaneously staying dry. Half-height shower
doors allow maximum space to enter the shower area - ideal
for assisted showering or wheelchair users - and are also
compatible with rails and shower curtains to allow increased
privacy when needed.

Elevate EasyLift

Elevate Latch Handle

Enclosed Hinges

In a recent consultation Impey identified specific areas
of importance for users and carers who utilised half-height
shower doors. These areas were:
- Configuration options to fit into all kinds of showering spaces
- An easy-lift opening mechanism to aid both those with
a weaker grip and carers
- No finger traps or hard edges
- Double water-tight seals to ensure against leakage
- Colour contrast handles for ease of location; particularly
advantageous for partially sighted users and dementia
patients
- Soft-touch 0 shaped handles for comfort and firmer grip
when wet
- A modern, attractive look
- Easy to fit and clean
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Following extensive industry consultation with Occupational
Therapists and Technical Officers, Impey has recently
redesigned and streamlined its half-height door offering
to create a selection of products that address the areas of
identified importance.

Occupational Therapist Madeleine Burton said:
“After consulting extensively on the design and
functionality of the Elevate and Freeglide halfheight doors with the excellent Research and
Development team at Impey, I am thrilled to see the
new models go into production.
“Impey’s genuine desire to offer products that
improve the showering experience for those with
decreased mobility has resulted in two outstanding
new half-height door options - both of which
offer superior functionality, huge versatility and
outstanding features. I am particularly impressed
with the safety features offered, the easy-lift
opening mechanism and the colour-contrast
handles, which will be instantly beneficial to many
of the patients I work with.”
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Full Height Shower
Screens
Suitable for use in a wetroom situation or with a slip-resistant
shower tray, full height shower screens offer ease of entry
and physical support whilst simultaneously maintaining a
contemporary appearance. It’s important to specify a screen
which is constructed from toughened safety glass (8mm being
the optimum thickness) to ensure suitability and security for all
users.
A screen which is supported by a sturdy aluminium column
secured to the ceiling or via a wall-brace, will offer maximum
security whilst giving the option to hang a shower curtain for
further privacy.
Options for plain, satin or modesty glass are also available to
cater for individual requirements.
Impey’s Supreme Glass Shower Panels, stand at 2 metres high
and are available in five widths, with a coving profile for use
with vinyl flooring.
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Shower
Seating
- A shower seat is an important addition to a bathroom
adaptation.
- It’s a good idea to assess the size and layout of the showering
area and the individual needs of the patient before deciding
upon an option.
- Would your patient prefer a wall mounted or free-standing
model?
- For smaller spaces, it may be important that the seat stows
away when unused.
- Consider the strength or load bearing properties of the seat and
remember that some patients may need a wider or bariatric seat.
- Also think about: ease of operation; cleaning; transfer from
a wheelchair; need for cushioning; whether the seat is warm
to the touch; risk of injury; how attractive the seat looks.
- Impey’s ‘Slimfold’ seat is available in regular, bench and
horseshoe options to cater for individual requirements.
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The contemporary design of the Slimfold Seat conceals
a multitude of features which make it a practical solution
for carers and end users. Despite its elegant and modern
appearance, the Slimfold Seat has been designed and
rigorously tested to withstand weights of up to 300kg
(47 stones), this is over a 100kg more than most other seats
currently offered.

The all new Slimfold
Horseshoe seat

It is supplied pre-assembled and is very simple to install
using the template supplied within the packaging and
comprehensive fitting guide. With a minimum installation
height of 415mm, the Slimfold Seat is the lowest seat
available on the market; ideal when moving in and out of
the showering area.

When folded you see the stylish top of the seat, rather than the underside.
This is also safer, because it cannot accidentally drop down if knocked.
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Top of the seat
is angled back
at 4⁰ to allow
water to tun off
the back

Cross bracing
supports add
strength and aid
easy access

Rounded, smooth seats
made from flexible polyethylene
provide natural padding as well as
being comfortable and warm to
the touch
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Finishing
Touches
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Support Rails
Most bathroom adaptations will require a combination of
vertical, angled and horizontal support rails to offer the
maximum safety and security for less able or elderly shower
users.
A support rail (often called a grab rail), is designed to help users
in a shower room or wetroom environment and can come in a
variety of styles and types, depending on what kind of usage is
needed.
A support rail provides a series of important functions
in the showering environment including:

From attractive polished stainless steel support rails, ideal
for a design-conscious adaptation to a sturdy Maxi-Grip Plus
option which can support up to 150KG and has adjustable
angles for ease of use - the kind of rail chosen will vary
depending on the needs of the user.
Impey’s Maxi-Grip Plus collection of support rails was
developed with help from the RNIB and its unique square
design makes it easier to grab and less likely to rotate under
pressure. The colour contrasting design makes it easy to locate,
which is particularly advantageous for partially sighted users
and dementia patients.
The Maxi-Grip Plus is the ideal bespoke grab rail, as it comes in
1.8M lengths and can be cut to the desired size by the installer
- ensuring adaptability for custom installations.

- A
 support to push or pull against when standing-up or
washing
- A steadying support while sitting down to shower
- A firm grip when transferring from one position to another
- A
 balance aid when standing, washing, traversing around
the showering space or dressing
- A
 lthough wall-mounted support rails are the most
common and effective solution, floor to ceiling rails are
also available
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Why Impey?
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As the leading UK-based designer
and manufacturer of bespoke
wetrooms and showering
solutions, we create a marketleading range of products
specifically engineered for
installation across bathroom
adaptations in domestic settings,
retirement homes, healthcare
settings and care housing.

The UK’s
leading
wetroom
specialist

Renowned for forging the way - using new technology and
innovative design to create products that not only meet,
but surpass the expectations of the adaptations market,
our specialist suite of products offers unparalleled market-leading
solutions that are rapidly and vastly improving the adaptations
solutions sector.
Impey’s revolutionary selection of leak-free, level access
wetroom solutions is designed and produced in the UK and
packed with impressive technology and market-leading
installation benefits - guaranteeing it’s the ideal choice for OTs,
installers, care professionals and specifiers.
As part of our level access showering solutions portfolio, our
product offering includes: wetroom floor formers, shower
trays, glass screens and doors, shower cubicles, the patented
WaterGuard tanking membrane, shower seats, support rails,
drainage solutions, underfloor heating, showers and shower
accessories.
Whether you opt for a wetroom or a level access shower area, to
aid you in your specification we also offer free on-site surveys,
next day delivery and a raft of specialist knowledge which can be
directly accessed, as or when needed, via our technical helpline;
ensuring you can enable the imperative engagement in everyday
living for the patients you are working with.
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t: 01460 256 080
Impeyshowers

w: impeyshowers.com

@impeyshowers

Impey Wetrooms

